Editorial
The day has come.
Today the voted
postulations will be
handed out to the
local politicians. The
postulations reflect
the hard work putted in this years YPAC and everybody
are curious how the
politicians will implement them.
#weareypac
By Elias Berger
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Good bye, my friend
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The traditionall YPAC party took place in the EXklusiv Club in Lana.
Laughs, dances and drinks instead of discussion and politics. Well
earned after days hard work
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Faces of YPAC

Rosenheim
YPAC 2020: SEE YOU IN ROSENHEIM!
The productive week of
this year´s YPAC, full of
new experiences, friendships and enthusiasm is
coming to an end ... As it
is so hard to say goodbye,
we should say: “See you
soon!” instead. The next
YPAC will take place in
2020 in the Bavarian
Rosenheim, a city located
next to river Inn. Sadly,

YPAC is held in March, so
we will not be able to take
part in Rosenheim’s famous Herbstfest. L But we
are still looking forward to
discussing the new topics,
which will traditionally remain a secret for now.
There is no doubt, 2020
will be just as fruitful and
impressive as 2019!
By Leonhard Schroeder
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Interview with
David Augscheller
David Augscheller is one of the organisation group. He
is a teacher at the FOS and his son is also involved in
YPAC as a part of the Press-Group.
What was the difficulties thing to organise?
David: The party was unexpectedly the hardest thing to organise, because it wasn’t easy to find a location. We asked
so many club's and all of them said “yes” but before a view
days, we had to change the location.
When you started to organise the YPAC 2019?
David: We had known since a view year that we must make
the YPAC 2019. The most work we had in this school year
and I would say that’s also the time when we really started
with the organisation.
Do you had fun, during the organisation of the YPAC?
David: Of course, I had, because we are a very good team
and we all together had á lot of funny moments during the
organisation. To organise such an event needs a bit of fun
and looseness.
Did you had more to organise than you thought?
David: No. There wasn’t something we didn’t expected, because with this kind of event you may know what you have
to organise from
the past events.
But we had a lot
of work and
enough to do
without some unexpected things.
By Fabio Brocker
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Trautmannsdorf
“Bless you!” - We hope you
are not allergic to pollen …
Our last hours together are
going to be spent in the
colourful gardens of Merano’s castle Trauttmansdorf, which was back in
the days a holiday residence of empress Sissi.
The origins of this architectural centerpiece of the
gardens, go all the way
back to the Middle Ages.
Since its first documentation in 1300 as Neuberg
Castle, it has been renovated for a few times, worn
a title of Tyrol’s earliest example of a neo-Gothic castle and got its final look

between 2000 and 2003.
Inside the castle we can
find The Touriseum, South
Tyrol’s Province Museum
of Tourism, Artistic spots,
Glass house with Terrarium of exotic animals … We
can also get astonished by
the incredible views or enjoy some events as musical
evenings. Italy’s most
beautiful gardens, declared
so in 2005, offer a vivid experience, who will, together
with good company, be a
colorful conclusion of our
week!
By Maja Toni and Leonhard Schroeder

